Class 1 Pick & Mix Homework Menu!
Topic – ‘Fighting Fit and Florence Nightingale’
In the table, there are lots of different homework activities to choose from. You MUST complete the activities that are coloured green
every week. Try and do as many of the others as you can and be creative! We will share learning logs every Thursday.

Read every night and ask a
grown-up to write in your reading
record. Try to read a variety of
genres eg. science fiction, adventure
stories, poetry, information texts.
You can read something extra after
your school book and write this in
too!

DT

Science Keep a food diary for a

Geography

Try following
a recipe at
home and
make
something
healthy for
your family to
eat. Take a photo of the finished
product, along with a copy of the
recipe and send it to me on Seesaw!

day / week to see if you have a
balanced diet. Use the eatwell plate
to sort what you eat into categories.

countries all the ingredients for one
of your meals have come from. Can
you show me all the places on a map?
Which oceans have the foods
travelled across to get to us?

Learn any times tables you have been
set. Make posters to help you
remember them. Ask someone at
home to test you with quick-fire
questions. Practise on…

English

IT Think about your identity.

Find out which

Learn your spellings and complete a
spelling menu activity.

Art

Make your own lamp like

Florence Nightingale carried. Use
junk modelling resources that you
can find around your home and don’t
worry about it workingl!

Music / PE

We have been

learning about pulse. Try some yoga
and running a daily mile. How do they
affect your pulse? Which music
could you combine with each exercise
that has a similar pulse?

Also practice writing numbers to 5
(Reception), 20 (Year 1) and 50 (Year
2). Find different ways to make the
numbers using things at home and
make a poster. Practice ordering and
finding one more and less than your
numbers!

Re-tell your favourite

traditional tale. Is it Jack and the
Beanstalk or perhaps The Three
Little Pigs? You can make a video of
you retelling the story with your best
character voices. Can you make a
story book of your favourite
traditional tale?

English / History What can
you find out about Florence
Nightingale? You can choose how to
present the information that you
learn. Will it be a Powerpoint /
poster / factfile or some other
creative way?

What

makes you you? Your name, your
birthday, your address, your talents,
your family and friends, the things
you enjoy. Log onto PurpleMash and
complete the 2Do ‘My identity’.
Would someone that knows you know
all this information? What about a
stranger?
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